DTS Software Update

I. DTS Software Update

The software update implemented on March 18, 2011 resolved the following system problem reports:

- DTSS-4159: Update Encrypted Email Certificate for TSO-Indianapolis in PM_PAYROLL_SYSTEM for DADS*
- DTSS-4141: DODEA: COGNOS: Unable to access COGNOS from report scheduler
- DTSP-6000: NDEA’s eft account info is copied to traveler’s document
- DTSP-5996: NOC transaction XML is incorrectly generating as Voucher transaction
- DTSP-5924: syspref value JIOWC-ORG-PREFIX, prefval need to be added for DFCSAJIOC in addition to existing DFCLAJIOC to support JIW’s org changing.
- DTSP-5805: Import/Export-CBA gex xmls rejected due to missing SDN
- DTSP-5768: Unable to match Refund Transactions to Previously Applied Credit on Cancelled docs
- DTSP-5186: DTS not properly closing streams when processing fax data files
- DTSP-4984: CBA - Account Information Unavailable due to both zero cost cba ticket and different accounting label.
- DTSP-4717: Multiple fax uploads (Poison Fax Document)
- DTSP-3297: CBA - Several transactions with a classification of Receipt from CCV - cannot process invoice.
- DTSP-2544: Fax processing in DTS failed due to the bad Fax Image